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_ ABSTRACT the smallest diameter and imparts the
_ , "'" highest swirl velocity to the airstream.
L-:'.... Resultsare reportedof a NASA sponsored The swirl from the turbofanrotor is turned
:: analyticalinvestigationinto the merits of to the axial directionby a downstreamrow
" advanced counter rotation propellers for of statorblades. These statorsconvertthe
-_° Mach 0.80 commercialtransportapplication, swirl to a static pressure rise which
- The study consideredpropellerand gearbox appearsas an increase in propulsivethrust
i . . performance,acoustics,vibrationcharacter- and yields a cruise efficiencyof about 65
istics, weight, cost and maintenance percent. The lightly loadedthree and four
' requirementsfor a variety of design para- bladedpropellersused in low-speedaircraft
=_ • meters and special features. Fuel savings do not imparthigh swirlvelocitiesand as a
_ in the neighborhoodof 8 percentrelativeto result do not have a significantamount of
single rotation configurationsare feasible swirl energy in the slipstream. The single
_ through swirl recovery and lighter gear- rotation prop-fan diameters are about 50
boxes. This is the net gain wh _h includes percent smaller than conventional propel-
a 5 percent acoustic treatment weight lers. Swirl velocities for the prop-fans
_- penalty to offset the broader frequency are higher and full recovery of the swirl
• spectrum of the noise produced by counter energy by employingcounter rotation could
rotationpropellers, improve the design point cruise efficiency
by about 8 efficiencypoints. This poten-
tial for increasedfuel savingswas the main
. impetusof this study.
IN 1975, NASA-LEWISINITIATEDa research
program addressing high speed propeller The present study was conductedat the
• technology. Slnce then, the emergence of 0.8 Mach numberconditionto allow compari-
the prop-fanas a fuel conservativecompeti- son with available 0.8 Mach number SRP
_ " tor to the high pressureratio turbofanhas information.However,it is not intendedto
- • creatednew interestin propellertechnology promulgate0.8 Mach number countur rotation
._! development. Both the analytical studies propeller(CRP)operation.
._ and wind tunneltests have shown that effi-
'_'_r' cienciesof about 80 percent are achievable HISTORYOF COUNTERROTATION
._ at the flightMach number region of 0.7 to
"_ '_ 0.8 where single rotation prop-fans (SRP) This potential has intrigued the
are intended for operation. Although the designersof a variety of advanced,special
prop-fanis lightlyloadedin relationto a purpose aircraft because of the possible
" high pressure ratio turbofan,it is highly large gains in mission performance. How-
loadedin relationto today'sthree and four ever, despite repeated attempts to apply
•' bladed propellersdesignedfor lower fligh+ counter rotation, such propellers have
.:, speeds. Loadingsexpressedas shaft horse- generallynot provenviablebecauseof their
power dividedby the squareof the blade tip highercost and lower reliabilitywhich have
:- diameter, SHP/Dc, at their cruise design more than offsetthe benefits. Accordingly,
i point are about 300 for a 1.60 pressure only a relatively few limited production
ratio turbofan,30 to 40 for prop-fansand installationsnave gone into service in the
•" lO to 15 for low-speedapplicationthree and United States. Examples of U.S. counter
f ur bladed propellers. The turbofan has
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rotation propelleraircraft are the Vought rotationconcept,and all were amendableto
F4U, the Convair R3Y-I, and the Northrop effectivesolution given proper development
XB-35,amongothers(fig.l). effort. However, tilestrong post-war move
toward jet propulsion reduced propeller
The one productionusage in the United developmentand the availablepropellerR&D
Stateswas the Convair R3Y Navy flying boat fundingwas concentratedon the development
poweredby four 5000 hp AllisonT-40 engines of the single rotation turboprop. Many of
each driving a 15-foot diameter six-bladed the mechanical design refinements that
counterrotationpropeller. Elevenof these emerged from the single rotation turboprop
aircraftwere built and were in operational programs could have been equally effective
servicefor severalyears beginningin 1954. for counter rotation,but came too late to
revivean interest.
Successfulexamples of foreign counter
rotation designs are the Russian TU-114 It was also recognizedthat the aerody-
commercial transport (fig. 2) which have namic and acoustic analysis methods for
been in operational service for over 20 counter rotationhad not been fully devel-
years and apparently have been performing oped and would require further significant ,
effectivemissions, effortto bring them to an adequate level of
refinement for production usage. A major
Another, less publicized production improvementto the aerodynamicmethodologyapplicationof counter rotation pellers was made by T. Tneodorsenof NACA in the mid
_+ is the British Avro "Shackleton"4-engine 1950's, and was applied to the aerodynamic
reconnaissanceaircraft. This aircraft was design of several successful,experimental
first flown in e_rly 1949 and there are counter rotation propellers. Current aero-
still approximately 200 aircraft in the dynamic and acoustic predictionmethodology
South African Air Force. This installation has been developed for high speed counter
has 4 Rolls-RoyceGriffon5l piston engines rotation prop-fans which is a significant
rated at 2450 hp, each driving a de extensionof previousanalyticalcapability.
Havilland6-bladed,]3.0-footdiameter pro-
peller. Any future counter rotation prop-fans
would presumablystill be faced with added
COUNTER ROTATION COMPLICATIONS - It design complexity,weight and costs. The
shouldbe noted that in the cited historical main objectiveof the NASA sponsoredstudy
aircraft,use of the counter rotation pro- reported here was to determinewhether the
peller and gearbox involvedradical depar- performancebenefitsof a properlydesigned
tures from previous design practices. In counter rotation prop-fan/gearboxcombina-
some cases the resultingdesigns added con- tion would substantiallyoffset these dis-
siderablecomplexityand weight to the pro- advantages.
peller system (fig. 3). The subsequent
result was greater cost and maintenance HISTORICALPERFORMANCEDATA - Based on
requirements. Also, aircraft programs of previousSBAC predictionmethods (1)*, vari-
that time did not allow for sufficientcom- ations in ideal eff,ciencywith tip speed
ponentdevelopmentin criticalareas Such as and power loading for single and counter
oil seals, pumps, hydraulic motors, gear rotation,10-oladedpropellersare shown in
trains, bearings,etc. This lack of devel- figure4 for 0.80 Mach cruiseat an altitude
opment resulted in a myriad of operational of 35000 feet. Experiencehas shown that
problems ranging from internal and extarnal single rotation propellers can achieve
leakagesto actualgear train fai_,,_._.It actual efficiency levels within about 4
was this adverse operational ,:xperience, percentageunits of those shown.
more than hardware costs, that discouraged
the furtheruse of counter rotation in the Swirl recoveryreduces the magnitudeof
past. efficiencydegradationsat high power Ioad-
ings and/or low tip speeds typicallyasso-
In retrospect,it is clear that these ciated with single rotation propellers.
prior attemptsto introducecounterrotation Therefore, the ideal efficiency advantage
propellerswere severelyhandicappedby two offered by counter rotation propellers
factors: a lackof refinementin the appro- varies from about 5 to 15 units of effi-
priate technologies,and insufficienthard- ciency for the range of conditionsshown in
ware development. Furthermore,they did not figure4.
Involvesufficientlystringentdesign condi-
tions (aircraftspeed, propellerdisk Ioad-
Ing, etc.) to attain the full potentialof
counterrotation.
None of these problems representedfun- *Numbers_n parenthesisdesignateReferences
damental deficiencies of the counter at end of paper.
(.,,/r_j, ,
O)Pp().,
_' , +i
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A literaturesurvey has shown that the AERODYNAMICPERFORMANCE- Using a single
comparativeperformancelevelsbetween sin- averagecruisepoint analysisand this base-
gle and counter rotation propellers have line geometry,cruise efficiencyvariations
also been establishedexperimentallyusing with power loadingand tip speed were deter-
models. The model propellerswere predomi- mined as shown in figure 5. The peak effi-
nately low speed designs in that the blades ciency is slightly higher than Bg percent
were fairly thick and unswept. When these and occurs at about 700 feet per second tip
models were tested at high Mach numbers, speed and somewhathigherpower loadingthan
t 0.80 for instance, both the single and the 32 SHP/D2 baseline. Efficiencyis not
counter rotation propellers exhibited low stronglyaffectedby power loading as indi-
li efficiency levels at tip speeds and power cared previously by the ideal efficiency,) loadings correspondingto prop-f s. How- u ves (fig. 4). The comp ratively low
ever, the trends nearly always showed that efficiencylevel at 600 feet per second tip
the counter rotation propellerefficiencies speed is patti.allydue to the non-optlmum
were significantlyhigher than tI_se for the baselinegeometryfor such a low speed. It
single rotation propellers. The tabulation is reasonable to expect an efficiency
of experimentalefficiencygains in Table l improvementfor a dedicated low tip speed
shows the eight-bladed counter rotation design by raising solidity,raising camber,
efflcienciesto be II units higher than for and retwisting. For example, a side calcu-
the single rotation propellers (2). These lation with 50 percentmore solidity at 35
are based upon low Mach number test results SHP/D2 produced a 0.6 percent efficiency
at advance ratios and power coefficients improvement.Nevertheless,the added weight
that simulatethe tip speedsand power load- associatedwith the increasedsoliditymore
ings appropriatefor 0.80 Mach cruise at an than offset the cruise efficiency improve-
altitude of 35,000 feet. The experimental mont. Furthermore,low tip speedsadversely
gains are shown to exceed the ideal effi- affecttakeoffperformancetoo.
ciency gains by about 2 I/2 percentage
points,a trend fairly typicalof the early WEIGHTTRENDS - The weightsof the pro-
model test results and is probably due to pellers, gearboxes,landinggear, and fuse-
the relativelypoor performanceof the sin- lage acoustictreatmentare all affected by
gle rotationpropellers, the propellerpower loadingand tip speed.
Hence the weightof each of these subsystems
PROPELLERPARAMETRICANALYSIS was determinedto enable performanceversus
weighttradeoffsto be includedin the over-
BASELINE PROPELLER DEFINITION - Using all selectionof CR propellerparameters.
modern computationaltechniques for deter-
mining aerodynamic performance,acoustics, Weight trends for two counter rotation
and weight,a parametricanalysisof counter propeller systems, including blades, spin-
rotation propellers(CRP) was performedto ner, pitch change system and disk without
produce a preliminary CRP design at a tailshaft,are shown at the left of figure
typical Mach O.B/35000foot cruise altitude 6. Propellerweights are shown to decrease
that minimizedmissionfuel for a commercial with increasing power loading (decreasing
transport. This process began with the diameter)and decreasingtip speed. Gener-
f specificationof the baseline CRP parameter alized gearbox weight trends, shown in the
values displayed in Table 2 which were centerof the figure, are similarlyaffected
selected on judgment alone. This baseline by power loading but inverselyaffected by
_ has a blade geometry similar to the lO- the lower torquesof the higher tip speeds.
bladed SR-7 single rotation prop-fan (SRP) The effect of power loadingon the landing
which is being designedand fabricatedas a gear weight of a low-wingalrplane is shown
technology verification effort. The ten by the curve at the right in figure 6. The
blades were divided five to a disc and the smaller propeller diameter resulting from
three quarter radius front and rear disc increasingpower loading results in lower
blade angles were set appropriately to landinggear weights. These datu were cal-
absorb the saraepower at equal tip speeds, culated from informationprovided by the
The blade twists were modified to maximize Lockheed-CaliforniaCompany and reference
efficiencyand to have equal torquesat each (3).
blade element. In addition, the blade
activity factor (AF) and camberwere varied From the estimated near-field noise
to maximize efficiencyfor the inflow into levelsat the fuselage,shown on the left of
the counter rotation propellers, As a figure 7, (discussed later) the required
result, the blade widths were narrowed by fuselage treatmentweight to attain BZ dBA
about 6 percentrelativeto the SR propeller cabin noise level was calculatedas a func-
to an activityfactorof 180 per blade, and tionof tip speed and power loadingas shown
the camber (integrateddesign lift coeffi- on the right. It can be seen that minimum
cient)was increasedfrom 0.21 to 0.31. treatmentweight is obtainedwith the lowest
tip speed because exterior noise is
_ ,)
3
!minimized. Also, if operation at higher tip with eight blades and narrower with twelve
.-;I_.. speeds is selected, then acoustic treat- blades. Cruise efficiency and acoustic
_:_ ment weight is minimized at high cruise treatmentweight are significantlyimproved
_ . power loading. This trend is caused by the for 12-blades and fuel burned is down 2
. increased tip clearance at higher power percent. However,blade designpracticehas
1oadingsand resultlnglower fuselage side- shown that the narrowchords of a 12-bladed! _(_i" wall noise. The equationsused to calculate arrangementwould require thickeningto be
each of the subsystemweights are listed in structurally feasible. Thickening would
_ the appendix, adverselyaffect performance,and to circum-
;_; vent this an alternativeconfigurationwas
The total relative CRP weight trend is analyzed having twelve baseline blades--
shown In figure8. This includestwo base- total activity factor increased20 percent,
•. line counter rotatlon propellers,two gear- from 1800 to 2160. This configuration,
boxes, the landinggear and fuselage acous- shown by the open-clrclesymbols in figure
tic treatment. The weights are relativeto lO(a), also adversely affects efficiency,
the baseline power loading of 32 SHP/D2 propeller weight, and acoustic treatment
and tip speedof 700 feet per second. Since weight,but fuel burned is still 0.9 percent ,
all four components become lighter with lower thanthe baselinelO-bladedCRP.
increased power loading, the total weight
does also. High tip speeds favor lighter Single rotation prop-fans have demon-
weight gearboxesbut the reverse trend for strated that incorporatingblade sweep has ,
the propellerassembly and acoustic treat- the effect of improving efficiency and
__ ment combine to drive the selectiontoward reducing noise at cruise. This trend was
i lowertip speeds, also found to be true in the CRP parametric
study as is shown In figure lO(b). Both
PARAMETER SELECTION The foregoing cruise efficiency and acoustic treatment
- propellerefficiencyand total systemweight weight are quite adverselyaffected as Lip
_ . data were used together with sensitivity sweep is reduced below the 400 baseline
...... trade factorsto determinethe power loading sweep. The straight bladed configuration
!_ . and tip speed that m;nimize mission fuel. requires about 3600 pounds of additional
_:_!_i The trade factors were generated by acoustictreatmentand its cruiseefficiency
Lockheed-Georgiafor a lO0 passenger,Mach is down by more than 6 percent. These are
0.8 twin enginetransportpowered by single the nrincipalcontributorsto the 12 percent
...._ : rotationprop-fans: 1.0 percentfuel burned increase in fuel burned for the unswept
differenceresultsfrom eithera 0.8 percent CRP, Careful attention to design details
change in propeller.efficiencyor a 790 has shown that the efficiencydecrementfor
pound total weight change. The resulting an unswept SR prop-fancan be maintainedat
fuel burned curves (fig g) show that some- about 3 percent. Similar penalty allevia-
what higher power loadingand tip speed are tion is expected to be possible for the
desirablerelative to the original baseline unsweptcounterrotationpropeller. Propel-
values. A power loadingof about 37 HP/D2 ler sweep angles greater than about 450
and a tip speed of 750 ft/sec result in result in increased blade structural
_, abouta I percentfuel improvement, limitations.
,>
Using these power loadingand tip speed Sweeping the blades forward rather than
_.... values, additionalinvestigationswere per- rearwardproduceda 2 percentfuel reduction
formed of several secondary variables; due to efficiency improvement. However,
_!. namely, the number of blades, blade sweep, this trend was not anticipatedand at this
_....... spacingbetweenthe front and rear propeller time is judged to need further Investiga-
:_!_ . disks, nacelle-to-propellerdiameter ratio, Lion, both analyticallyand experlmentally.
,. front-to-reartip speed ratio, and front- Should forwardsweep actuallyprove to pro-
,_._,. to-rear propeller diameter ratio. The vide a benefit, it should be noted that
_ effectsof these geometricvariableson fuel similarimprovementswould occcur for single
_, burned, cruise efficiency, and component rotationprop-fans.
weightsare shown in figureI0.
Disk spacing is illustrated by theThe effects caused by varying the number sketch on figure lO(c), Changes in fuel
_ of blades relative to the baseline CRP are burned, cruise efficiency and component
shown in figure lO(a) and indicate fuel weights are shown for blade centerline
burned is reducedwith increasingnumber of spacingranging from 18 percent to 36 per-
_ blades. The solid lines in the figure con- cent of the CRP diameter. The plot
-. nect 8, 10, and 12-bladed configurations indicates minimum fuel burned at minimum
.... having the same total activity factor (the spacing, The smallest spacing represents
product of activity factor per blade and the minimum practicalclearancebetween the
number of blades). Relative to the lO- trailing edge of the front blades and the
bladedbaseline,the blade chords are wider leadingedge of the rear bladesdue to blade J
OlslGI,,,\; I"
OF POOR QUA_J_Y
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pitcll chamlge. The effect of spacing oil A tillrd tip speed perturbathm wa._ ,ina-
cruise efficiency is imgligible and because lyzed that consisted o[ a It)-bladed single
the aerodynamic interaction noi_, ts not aa rotation prop-fan operati,lg at: 150 feet pet"
:: important noise source, spacing Ii,,_ little second tip speed and followed by seven,
-: a"fect on tile acoustic treatment weigilt noll-rotaLing swirl recovery stators (infi-
v-equiv'edto reach tile B2 dBA cablml ||else nile tip speed ratio CRP). fillsconfigura-
: objective. The only significant change for Lion has an efficiency lew-_l that sur-
*: doubling spacing is a 1130 pound increase in prislngly is only 1.1 percent lower' than the
L:. gearbox weight related to shaft critical baseline CRP. Wllile tlle SR prop-fan elf|-
speed factor-penalties. The gearbox weight ciency is appreciably lower, the swirl
increase together with the other minor recovery starers produce additional thrust.
changes in cruise efficiency, CRP weight and Although tllis is an apparently simpler sys-
'" acoustic treatlnent weigllt, increase fuel ternwith a lower acoustic treatment weight,
burned by 1.3 percent, the lower efficiency, lleavier propeller
(rotating arid non-rotating blade rows) and
Nacelles ranging in size from 25 to 35 heavier gearbox increases f,el burned by l.g
percent of the propeller diameter were also percent relative to the baseline CRP. From
investigated. This encompasses sizes the analysis it was also evident that the
typical of single rotation prop-fans (35 thrust addition on the stators was very
percent) and the smaller nacelles which are sensitive to small changes in flow inci-
' conceptually feasible for an inline CPR dence. Tileefficiency of this configuration
planetary gearbox. SR prop-fan nacelles are would deteriorate significantly at off-
designed to minimize compressibility losses design conditions. Some of tile efficiency
where the large diameter effectively reduces loss could be eliminated with variable
the local velocities in tile propeller geometry stators, but at the expense of a
plane. Tile effect of this is to minimize heavier and more complex system.
compressibility losses, particularly the
inboard blade row choke losses. Counter Figure It)if) shows that reducing the
rotation propellers, which have large chan- diameter of tlle-car blades relative to the
nel areas in both tlle fret| and rear blade front blades has very little effect upon
rows, are less susceptible to choking losses, performance, noise (acoustic treatment) and
fuel burned. This parameter was incorpo-
The effect of nacelle size on cruise rated in tlm CRP geometry optimization as it
efficiency and fuel burned is sllown in was felt that varying tlm fl'ont and rear
figure lO(d). Cruise efficiency is diameters ,night reduce aerody_lamicinterac-
adversely affected by the somewhat lligher tion noise and improve efficiency. Althougll
compressibility losses for tlm smaller tileanalysis particularly focused on the tip
nacelles. Tlliswould result in an increase vortex interference, tlle calculated effects
in fuel burned. However, accounting for the were found to be negligible at tlle0.80 M lcll
decrease in nacelle fl'iction drag with cruise condition. Aerodynamic interfere_ice
reduced nacelle diameter, it appears that was not found to be a principal noise source
the nacelle size has almost no effect on for the CRP configurations and it is gener-
fuel burned. Therefore, the optimum nacelle ally found that performance is even less
diameter can I:e selected ,is that whicll is susceptible to interference sources. Tile
conceptually most compatible with tile pro- diameters of tile front aridrear blades were
pulsion system design. Nacelle weight was varied sucll that tile average diameter was
not included in the analysis and decreasing held constant.
tilesiz,,would have a favorable effect.
Although the focus was ,it 0.80 Mach
lhe effects of operating the fl-ontarid cruise in tlle parametric study, some con-
rear propellers at different tip speeds are sider,ILionwas given to other mission tend|-
shown in figure lO(e). Frmlt-to-rear tip Lions. Ill|CRP is required to mret the FAR
speed ratios of I.I and 0.9 were analyzed Jb Stage 3 far-field floise levels, arid at
assuming tllat tiw average tip speed is 750 ti|t,associated low speed conditions acre-
feet per second, the Sallle ,Is tlre baseline dynalnic interference does contribute to the
which llas a 1:1 tip speed ratio. Neither overall noise. A smlialler rear propeller
propeller weigtlt, nor gearbo_ weight are diameter could be effective in reducing this
appreciably affected and are, therefore, not noise source, t_ow speed pert'orlilanL., _, flow-
plotted, lhe cruise efficiency is slightly ever',is adversely affected.
l_wt,r and the acoustic trealment weight is
siigi|il.y higher than tilt'baselin| CI(P for UNLI._LIALFLAILIRLS In add|ton tu tilt.
either non-unity tip spt,ed r,_tio. !hese relatively co|wentional perturbations just
qIlallgl_gresult in t).l percent, drld 0.4 per- discussed, _l lltlllrDer of UlltlSUtll features were
cell| incrmt,_es ill ftlel burlred _It trent-to- also sere|lied. Ihey were _onceived ,Is
rear tip sp,,ed,, of O.qt) and 1.1(I, ottt,ring tip loss alleviation, source noise
rt'npet:i ively, reduct iorr,or boIlr. Wht'l't',ts sOptlist icated
O#:IC!" ,
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analytlcal methodology was used to analyze The aerodynamic interaction for tile
the previous parameters, tile unusual fea- original lO-bladed baseline configuration at
tures listed in Table 3 could not be ade- 700 ft/sec tip speed and 0.8 Math number
quately analyzed with available methodolo- cruise is illustrated in figure 1%. The
gies. Therefore, their effects were inves- upstream rotor, all tile left, has a rota-
tigated on the basis of simplified analyses tional COlnponent of 595 ft/sec at tile 85
and judgment, percent radius and a flight component of
778.5 ft/sec. The downstream rotor, on the
Only tip devices (proplets) and front right, experiences a fluctuating inflow
blade blowing offered any potential improve- which varies from nearly the resultant of
merit. The effects of proplets were pre- the flight component and its rotational
viously estimated in NASA funded studies (4) component to the total resultant including
based upon induced drag reductions that had the axial and circulnferentialcomponents of
been demonstrated experimentally for wings the potential flow of the upstream rotor.
with winglets (5). Blade blowing effects This is indicated in the figure by tilesolid
were estimated for reducing propeller tip and dashed resultant lines, respectively.
losses. Either of these features is likely Because of tl_e particular orientations of
to necessitate blade compromises to accon_no- the vectors, tile resulting inflow angle
date them, although no efficiency degrada- change is only 1.1 degrees peak at the down-
tions were estimated for such compromises, stream rotor. The resulting relative
For single rotation prop-fans, blade leaning velocity varies from 980 ft/sec to 1076
was fou,ld to require performance and near- ft/sec. It is apparent that the potential
field noise level compromises in order to flow wake interaction effects are small. A
provide a structurally acceptable design, second blade wake component is that due to
Counter rotation propellers would be simi- viscous drag. Ti_e viscous wake is also
larly colnpromised. Counter rotating pusher indicated in figure 12. Tillswake colnponent
rather than tractor prop-fans have no effect results in a velocity deficit due to the
on cruise efficiency. Because disc spacing drag of the blade ,_irfJil section. This
is a minor performance consideration, a component generally results in a greater air
push/pull configuration--one tractor and one angle cilange. In this example, the viscous
pusher propeller--has a small effect on wake ilasthe potential for a 5-degree change
cruise efficiency, in the downstream rotor angle-of-attack.
Although the axial components of the paten-
FINAL CRP CONFIGURATION - Based on the tial and viscous wakes almost cance] each
foregoing parametric results, the retain- other, their circumferential components
mended counter rotation propeller configura- add. Tiretotal wakes show a peak downstream
tion changed somewilat from the original rotor" angle-of-attack cIlange of about 5.b
baseline. The number of blades was degrees.
increased to 12, the total activity factor
was lowered sligiltly, the tip speed raised Eacll upstream rotor blade produces a
to 750 ft/sec, ti_e cruise power loading wake which is intercepted by the downstream
increased to 37 SHPIft2, the nacelle diam- rotor. Figure 13 shows a typical wake as
eter decreased to 2b percent of the propel- experienced by the downstream rotor. Tire
let"diameter, and final]y, the power split wake has been resolved into axial and tan-
changed to 55 percent front/45 percent rear gential components. In tileaxial direction,
(fig. 11). The last modification stems from tile potential flow aqd viscous wake compo-
the choice of gearbox type wI1ich is nents have opposite direction and tend to
addressed later. The overall aerodynamic cancel. In the tangential directioml, tlre
performance of 8g.l percent cruise effi- two components add. It slrouldbe noted that
ciency compares favorably with the 80 per- the wakes are relatively narrow, typically
cent value deterlnined by similar detailed indicating higlt frequency components.
analysis for single rotation propellers. Although tlle peak tangential component is
significant, at about 15 percent of free
ACOUSTICS stream velocity, the narrowness of the wake
indicates that tltere is riot really much
The noise produced by a CRP differs from energy in the wakes.
that produced by a SRP in two major areas.
First, aerodynamic interaction occurs in lhe effect on noise of unsteady l_,_ding
which the upstream rotor produces wakes on the downstream rotor due to interaction
which cause interaction at tlle downstre,,m with tllewakes from tile upstream rotor is
rotor. Second, acoustic interaction occurs surmllarizedin figure 14. Ibis figure is a
betweetl the two rotors. I)ue to rotor sepa- polar plot of the noise level_ for the first
ration and opposite direction of rotation° three harmonics of loading n_ise produced by
the acoustic signals from each ct_nbirteat the downstream rotor. It)e interaction pat-
field pt)intswith differing phase, tern llas I0 lobes whiCll i_ a result of h
blades interacting .it)t h ,,tke_. bince the
L)KI._kI,, : r";
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upstreaill alld dtiwllstt'oaill rotors tLit'll lit tlppo o OIIly klllt' tllfluellct, d |kY aerodyilaolic tllLerat:,-
_ite llll't,q, Ltt|ll, edch |lladt_ t)f the ¢lowfl,'_Ll'e,lJli LIoll, i_ se¢,ll to be _,lllal] Dc_yolid the first
l'l)tl.)r }lltt'r.%l'L't.% tile upstrih|lll l)l,ldl, wake Ihllqllonit_. lilt' rl'llhlllld¢_|' of till, _pecil'l#11l is
twice |il ea_b i'evOltltton. 1tits produces It1 Ilhlilll.y tlltCkllt's_ IlOlSt_ alld qu,idrupole
wake _lltel'%ections for ea¢ll dOWllSLroatll i'otor iiotse, file upper short Jlortlolltal bars
revoluttou, llonce tile lO-lobed pattel"ll. A indicatt_ the peak lew:ls wtlicll occur witch
second Itt,lllof llote Is that the ulisteady tile dcoustlc signals coiIIDinein pllase. It
loading effects are silla11, At the funda- should lit,iloted tllat tile spatial positions
me(italof tileblade passiug frequency (IIPF) for wlllcn tills oc¢.rs are (k)t rlecessarily
tilt' effect ts only about + i dB. A cycle Lilt+ bame at eacll h,lrmmlic. Also shown, are
extending over 3ti degrees li_ be seeii. This tile minimum values, wllich occur wtlen tile
Occurs because tilesteady ,rodUilSteady cotil- acoustic signals are out of piiase. At tile
poulentsare in phase for ilalftiltscycle and I, 3, and billliav'01lonic,tilt)acoustic siglials
out-of-phase for tile other llalfo A larger almost cancel perfectly, lilts is tile case
effect occurs for the secmld harmonic for whicll tile acoustic signal of tile CRP is
because the harmonic number (2) times tile esse_lti,dly like that of tile equivalent
blade count (5) equals 10, wliicilcouples 5RP. Advailtage of tiiis azimutlial direc-
better with tilt;lO-wake pattern. At tile tivity could be taken by placing tile fuse-
third harmonic, tliewake-lnteractlon effects lagc ill one of tile "valleys." iiowever,
are again snlall. It is thus apparent from since a b Dy b bladed CRP produces tile 10
figure 14 that the aerodynamic interaction lobes, the valleys are only 3ti degrees
effects are small. Tile resulting ullst_ady apart. Fhls angle is small compared to tile
loading noise is not a very significant included angle defined by a typical fuselage
component, so that several peaks and valleys would
i._ occur on tlle surface. Tlte space averaged
From an acoustic standpoint, tile two total noise on an energy basis is shown by
rotors can be considered as two sources of tilesolid line. TileIRP llasenergy only at
;,-.... • noise. Since they are rotating in opposite even harmonics of a tO-blade propel1_r as
_ .! dh'ectiolls, their acoustic sigilals ,it a shown by tilelarge circles. C_iipav'edto tIl_,- giv n field point will llave different noise of a SLIP,tiletotal acoust c en rgy of
i:_._ _i arrival times, if tl)etwo rotors rotate at tile CRP is about tile same, mostly because
.: the same speed, as is normally tilecase, tile tlle aerodynamic illteractionis smut1. How-
difference in arrival times of tI_eacoustic ever, in a spatial average, tileCRP lldSa11
: signals froliltile two rotors Is variable tilefrequency components of a single rotor.
i dependip.q on tile location in space. 111us,
.. there w:ll be acoustic interaction ,between Figure Itistlows tlw impact of tlleaddi-
i: . the two rotors, hl fact, there will be tlonal frequelicycompoeleeitsof tile CRP ell
.. field polnts where tile acoustic _ignals eat'in noise. For Lbis example, the cabill
. arrive in phase. At tllesepoints, the noise noise of a CRP-powered airplane is compared
produced by tlleCRP is like tllatof a single witll tllaL of a SRP-powered airplane llaving
.... :. b-bladed rotor, but havlnq levels wIlich are identical fuselage acoustic treatment. It
ti d6 higher, lhere are also field points was assumed tIlat tile sigllaI attenuation
where tile acoustic sigilais arrive exactly through tiie fuse1,lge sidewall obeyed tile
out Llf praise. At tliese points, t.l)eacoustic mass-law relation--attemJatim) proportional
•:. signature looks like tllat of a single rotor to tin, mass times the frequency. Ine source
,_. .. having tile same total number of blades (10 noise levels are tile space-averaged levels
:: in this cast,)since tlteodd harmonics cancel, of tileCRP and LIloseof au equivaleuL 5RP.
filespreading or tileacoustic energy over a
•. it ._llouldbe lloted that cancellatioil broader frequt,_icyrange results illtilecabin
occurs only wiieli Lilt' acoustic sign,ils frolll lleise for tile C,RPbeilig l.b dBA tiigher tila;I
• tilt, tw_l l'otoi's are tdt, nttcal. In gt)lleral, that for tilt) SliP. lllis occurs illOStly due to
Lllis i._ not tile t'a_;e, as tile dOWllstl'ealll tile low fl'eqUellt'y COillpOllent, ,is tilt) fu._elage
•" rotor h,ls a different _igilature due pi'i- acoilstic {l'eatlllent is less effective ,It
illar i ly tO tile aerodynaiil t t" inter,lt'L ton. lower fl'equt)nt" tes.
tlowt,vor, ,1% p "l,i to I_ Jy shown, tilt' acre-
: dylhllllit" in(erat'tion tliil'iil_ t't'ui.%l, i.% _lllail ._yllqlll'til.ih,15inq fall dIStl lit' ust'd tO furtlli, r
. so tile ,It'otistic signdiure_ fl'OIII i)ll' IWO ol'fhll't trlterlor iioise or tl't'dtlill'ilt wetgtit
i i'otoi'._ _ll'o Vt,l'y ,';iiit'll till, %l!,!l,. pelhlltie._, ttowi'vel', tlie beliefii wollld l)e
r t'Olllpal'abli for ._RP dlld t:RP.
-" tigtil'o Ib show!k a _tlllllary t,i tile ii,,ar-
)< - t ield lioi%l, t'olntltlllellI_ of ltle t'Rt' ill Cl'uit_e Botil |ile _lerod.yIIdllliC alld a_:oustic Clip
vOmllpai'_'d to tilt' iioi_e of ,ill i,tluivall_nl bRi'. t'olifiquralioli optillii:atioil lel'e done for tile
" (in lhi_ £orl|l'%l, "l, quivall,lil" (lll,all_; (hi, 0._t Mdc'il illlfll{ll, l' t'l'ilitae t'oltdiLion, ilowt'ver,
%,1111,dt_llnl,|l,i', _;,lllll, till ,,Ill, i'll, _alllO lo|,ll it i_ 31_o reqiiired lll,il all airplalic l.}t)t_l>t't,_l
lltlwt'r, alld %allll, total llLiin[ll,l" klt" L_l,ttt*'t,.) ll.y L:i_P [I;' tl'l'ti|ialtll' fl'Oill J li_)i._l' st,Ilia-
ltll' Io,ldinq li_li_l, _o,nponl,ni, iwllit'll ik lilt' ilohlt, lllki,,, tilt, re i__ dli al:oiiktic
O_?t_;'v. .
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constraint for takeoff and approach condi- affect the magnitude of the 2P excitation or
tions; namely, that the airplane meet FAR any other even order excitation because of
Part 36, Stage 3 noise requirements, flow symmetry. While the higher order CRP
excitations are predicted to be of the same
From the aerodynamic trade study on tip order as those for the SRP, the dominant
speed and power loading, it may be recalled excitation is IP where the CRP configuration
that the curve of fuel burn versus tip speed is superior (fig. 17).
minimized at a tip speed of 750 ft/sec and a
SHP/O2 of 36.8. At these conditions, it The CRP will also have excitations due
- is apparent from Table 4 that the far field to blade passage wakes at a frequency of NP,
noise limits can be met, assuming moderate where N is the total number of blades. A
additions for engine and airframe noise cursory analysis using the resulting load-
contributions, ings from the acoustic analysis shows that
i. the blade passage loadings are very low.
.: VIBRATORY AERODYNAMICEXCITATIONS This result is supported by information in
E _. the literature,Hamilton-Standardexperience
_ Two factors which determine the stress- in the lg40's, and the experience with the
ing of the propeller blades are the vibra- Shackeltonbomber.i
_, tory aerodynamicexcitations and the propel-
ler dynamic response characteristics. The DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS - The effect of
_': structural design of the blades are strongly the aerodynamic loads can be magnified by '
i influencedby these factors, the dynamic characteristics of the propel-
- ler. Propellers react dynamically with an
AERODYNAMIC EXCITATION - The primary aircraft in one of the three modes (reac-
vibratory aerodynamicexcitations are caused tionless, whirl, or symmetric) as illus-
by the angular and distorted flow field in trated in figure 18. Without sychrophasing,
which propellers operate. The major aero- the CRP will react with the aircraft with
dynamic excitation occurs at frequencies of twice as many whirl and symmetricalmodes as
one times the rotational speed, IP, because an equivalent SRP because it is the number
of the angular inflow into the propeller of blades per rotor and flow field excita-
caused by the wing circulation, inclined tions that determine these modes; e.g., for
airflow aircraft geometry and aircraft wake a 6 x 6 bladed CRP whirl modes will occur at
effects. This IP excitation depends on the 5P and lip (forward) and 7P and 13P (back-
wing loading and can be controlled to some ward), whereas for an equivalent 12 bladed
extent by nacelle lengthand tilt. SRP only the lip (forward) and 13P (back-
ward) whirl modes occur. Likewise the 6 x 6
The worst IP aerodynamic excitation bladed CRP s_metrical modes will occur at
usually occurs for maximum aircraft gross 6P and 12P whereas they occur only at 12P
weight at the minimum climb speed without for the 12 bladed SRP. However, with
deployed flaps, and would be the same for phasing (between disks) and synchrophasing
the CRP and SRP except for the flow (between engines) it is possible to make the
straightening effects of the front and rear CRP symmetrical modes (6P and 12P) cancel.
rotors on each other due to induction Without synchrophasing and proper phasing,
effect. An approximate analysis of a the symmetrical modes can combine so that
typical swept wing prop-fan aircraft with they beat or add in which case they can be
11.4 feet diameter, ]2-blaaed, 12,000 HP as great as the 12P excitation of the SRP.
prop-fans indicates that the angularity of In addition, the 6P excitation is a
the flow into the front rotor would be symmetrical mode for the CRP whereas it is
decreased about 8 percent by the induction reactionlessfor the SRP.
effects of the rear rotor and that the rear
rotor angularitywould be decreased about 16 By proper phasing and synchrophasin9 it
percent. However, it is believed that other is also possible to make the propeller loads
effects such as the increase in flow on the aircraft due to the whirl modes com-
velocity and the straighteningeffect on SRP bine to form linear loaas, thus resulting in
from induction would decrease this angular smoother aircraft operation. However, the
improvement in IP excitation to about 5 5P and 7P loads of the CRP will still react
percent and I0 percent respectively. Exper- with the aircraft at 6P, whereas these cor-
imental tests are required to determine the responding excitation modes are reactionless
actual IP excitation improvement of CRP's for the SRP. Thus without proper phasing
over SRP's. and synchrophasing,the CRP aircraft will be
subjected to more reaction modes than a _RP
The only significant higher order flow aircraft (6 vs.3). With proper phasing and
field excitation is usually due to wing synchrophasingthis ratio can be reduced to
sweep that occurs at a frequency of 2P. It 4 vs. 3.
is doubtful that the induced effects of the
rotors on each other will significantly
OhIIL_h.,,........ .. 8
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[tecause the required phasing of tile r.wo perform a screening process Lo narrow tile
rotors will differ for the whirl and sym- fh:ld _f candidates to only a few, and then
metrlcal modes, the optimum phaslng will be ewlluate these cl1_)senfew in enough depth to
a compromise to be determined by test and/or adequately characterize advallced teclululogy
sophisticated analysis. This is similar to CR gearboxes.
synchrophaslng oll multl-propeller SRP air-
craft except that cancelling or minimizing Tl_is process began witll a literature
excitation loads at the single CRP source is survey that identified counter rotating
more beneficial for overall aircraft smooth- reduction gear systems built from the late
ness. The significance of these results is Ig40's througll the ig/O's, llle survey
L( that the CRP aircraft will experience identified approximately twellty counter
slightly higher prop-fan aerodynamic exclta- rotating gearbox applications covering tur-
tion loadings; however, tile impact should be bine engines, reciprocating engines, and
small with proper phasing and synchrophaslng, helicopter rotors. Significant design and
operating characteristics sucl_ as power,
Similarly the propeller blade response speeds, torque, number of stages, weigllt,
characteristics should be about the same for size, and efficiency were compiled. Infor-
' CR and SP propellers except for blade reten- mation on gearbox llfe, :_aintenance cost,
tion and aircraft impedance effects, replacement cost, and noise was not avail-
able in the open literature.
A review of likely blade natural fre-
quencies shows that the blade critical Of all the concepts surveyed, only two
speeds for the lower blade modes will be have a significant amount of operating
well below the operating speeds, and, there- time: (1) the differential planetary used
fore, there will be little magnification of in the Russian NKI2M turboprop engine (for
the blade passage excitations, the Tug5, TUI]4, and AN-22 aircraft) was
introduced to service in 1958 and is still
A cursory evaluation was also made of used today, and (2) the spur with reversing
(I) CRP whirl flutter stability and its idler reduction gear system for the Rolls-
effect on aircraft stability and (2) stall Royce Griffon reciprocating engine in the
and classical flutter stability as they Shackelton aircraft has been in service
affect the propeller. Counter rotation since 1950. As a result of tllesurvey, five
helps the whirl flutter stability by elimi- in-line and five offset reduction gear con-
nating the gyroscopic coupling and cross cepts wi_ichmerit further investigati,)nwere
aerodynamic moments increase stiffness, identified.
Because stall flutter is usually an indi-
vidual blade phenomenon and a function of IN-LINE CONCEPTS - The five in-line
blade loading and torsional natural fre- concepts, illustrated in figure Ig, include
quency, stall flutter for tlleCRP should be the differential planetary, split path
about the same as for the SRP. Similarly it planetary, compound planetary, planetary
is felt tllatclassical flutter stability for with reversing bevel, and multiple compound
the CRP will be the same or slightly better idler concepts.
than for a SRP of the same number of
blades. This is due to tlle lower aero- The differential planetary concept is
dynamic coupling between the blades, the simplest epicyciic (planetary) system
for counter rotation. Tlle front prop is
The brief vibration evaluation indicated driven tllrough tlle planet pinion carrier
that there are no apparent adverse effects while the rear prop is driven tilrougn the
due to counter rotation. In fact, there are ring gear. The front prop rotates in the
a number of areas in whiclltlleCRP sllouldbe _ame direction as tile input shaft while tlle
better than tlleSRP. Some of these benefits rear prop rotates in tlle opposite dh'ec-
pertain to tile propeller itself, but a num- tion. Tile equilibrium torque distribution
ber have a significant effect on the air- for each prop is fixed by the geometric
craft from control and structural stand- design considerations relateo to gear
points. Ille aircraft related benefits diameter. [llepropeller power split corre-
include lower IP aircraft steady loads, sponds to tile torque split when tl_e prop
better whirl flutter stability, and elimlna- speeds are equal and opposite, hie power
tion of gyroscopic loads, split and relative propeller speed is con-
trolled by tlleblade pitch of each propeller.
COUNTER ROTATION GEARBOXES
Ine split pattl planetary concept con-
Since counter rotation propellers pre- verts the dlffere_tial planetary configura-
sumably require complex gearboxes an effort tion to a grounded system with a fixed speed
wa_ initiated to assess this issue. The ratio to eacI1 propeller. As in tile differ-
general approach was to consider a wide _ntial planetary, the planet pinion carrier
variety of potential gearbox ¢_mfigurations, drives tile front prL_p wl_ile tile ring gear
(-',h,;IN,%Lp;_.:_ !::_
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drivesthe rear prop. Front prop and input geometricgear diametersand is not affected
: shaftrotate in one directionwhile the rear by power split.
prop rotatesin the other direction. Multi-
ple bevel idler gears are supportedby the OFFSET CONCEPTS - The offset counter
• gearbox housing grounding the differential rotating gearbox configuration candidates
_"_. planetary system and imposing equal and include dual compound idler, spur with
opposite propeller speeds at a_lypropeller reversing idler, dual compound idler with
- power split. Changes in propellerpitch in reversing idler, compound bevel, and spur
, this system cannot influencethe propeller differentialplanetaryconcepts(fig.20).
° power or speed split which could simplify
the propellerpitch controlfor this system The dual compound idler concept is an
relativeto the differentialplanetarysys- offset shaft version of the multiple com-
• tem. The bevel idler gears carry about lO pound idler parallel shaft system discussed
percent of the rear prop power when the above. This concept is based on previous
_'....- power splitbetweenthe propellersis equal, studies which found this system to be an
attractive single rotation reduction gear
: The compound planetary concept is an concept. Two intermediate speed idlcr
alternateapproach to a grounded planetary shafts are located between the input and
. system. As in the differentialplanetary propellershafts, one on each side of the
. concept, the planet pinion carrier drives gearbox mid-plane established by these
the front prop while the ring gear drives shafts. This arrangementfunctions iden-
_t .. the rear prop. The planetpinions are dual ticallyto tno in-lineversion.
,,o diameter (tandem) pinions with the smaller
.... " pinionengagingthe groundedring gear. The The spurwith reversingidler concept is
" diameter of the grounded ring gear estab- the simplestfixed parallelshaft systemfor
-' (v .: lishesthe speed of the planet pinion car- counter rotation. This concept has been
o ,• rier and the front propeller. The diameter used extensivelywith reciprocatingengines
of the groundedring gear can be selectedto includingthe Rolls Royce Griffinand Merlin
impose equal and opposite propeller speeds engines. The front propeller is driven
. regardlessof propellerpower split. This directlyby an outputgear which mesheswitll
_ concept with the rear propeller shaft the input pinion gear. The rear propeller
-- removedis representativeof a single rota- is driventhroughan idler gear which meshes
_ tion propeller system used extensively with a second inputpinionand a correspond-
L:_" (RollsRoyceTyne turbopropengine), ing output gear. The rear propellerpinion
,'J and gear diameters are smaller than the
The planetarywith reversingbevel con- front propeller diameters to avoid direct
" figurationrepresentsan "add on" conversion engagement,allowing the idler to reverse
...._ of a single rotation propeller drive to the rear propellerrotationrelative to the
achieve counter rotation. This system was frontpropeller.
used in the reciprocatingPratt & Whitney
R4360 engine. The front propelleris driven The dual compound idler with reversing
through the planet pinion carrierwhile the idler concept replaces the internal output
ring gear is groundedto the gearboxhousing gear of the dual compoundidler conceptwith
as arrangedin the singlerotationplanetary an externaloutput gear and reverser idler.
system. Counter rotation is provided by The power distribution between the idler
driving the rear propeller ti1_ough a shafts and between the propellersfollows
= _ multiple bevel idler gear from the front the principles of a dual compound idler I
propellershaft. One hundredpercentof the concept. The propellerspeeds are fixed by
I_-- rear prop power is carried by the bevel geometricgear diameterrelationships.. idler gears at any power split between thepropellers. The compound bevel concept is the sim- '•.- plest fixed non-parallelshaft system forThe multiple c_npound idler or multiple counterrotation. This systemhas been used
/" layshaft concept, provides counter rotation in helicopterapplicationsby Gyrodyne. A
: with an in-line input shaft using fixed single intermediatespeed idler shaft is
" parallelshafts. Three or more intermediate located at right angles to propeller
speed idler shafts are evenly spaced around shafts. The idler shaft is driven by a
the gearbox centerline. Power is distrib- bevel gear which engages the input bevel
uted evenly to the idler shafts with a pinionlocatedat any convenientangle. The
'"" self-centeringinput pinion or equivalent front prcpelleris drivenby an outputbevel
loadsharingdevice. The front propelleris gear which engagesthe aft side of the idler
- driventhrough the idler shafts with a sin- pinionwhile the rear propelleroutputbevel
gle output gear havingexternal teeth while gear engages the front side of the idler
the rear propelleris drivenwitn the larger pinion,
output gear having interna] tee_n. The
_ speed of each propeller is fixed by the
• , i'°
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Tile spur differential planetary concept sum _f the pr_}ducts(_f tI_uw_Ightlng fact{_rs
cunverts the In-llne differential planetary and design evaluation assessment raw scores
system t.o an offset shaft arrangement which determined for each of tlle ten parameters.
improves access to the propeller pitch con- The assessment raw scores coLld rang_ from 0
trol components in the output shaft. The (minimum) to l (maxhnum).
_ planetary sun gear is driven through a quill
shaft from a sp_4r gear engaging an input T_bles 5 and 6 display the details of
shaft pinion. The sun gear speed may be this process, and the total weighted score
designed to be equal to or less tIlan the for each concept. These scores are compared
input speed from tileturboshaft engine. As in figure 21. Fhe differential planetary
in the in-line differential planetary sys- concept scored significantly higher than any
tern, torque disCributlon to eacI_ propeller other in-line configuration. Among the
is fixed by tilegear diameter ratio and the offset reduction gear concepts, the dual
relative propeller speed is controlled by compound idler and spur differential plane-
Che blade-pitch angle o_ each propeller, tary systems are approximately equal in
value. Therefore, the concepts selected for
, GEARBOX CONCEPT SCREENING - The in-line further evaluation included {l) differential
:_ planetary with reversing bevel and the off- planetary in-line, (2) dual compound idler
set spur with reversing idler reduction gear offset, and (3) spur differential planetary
concepts were eliminated from further con- offset.
sideration because a gear ratio of approxi-
mately IO, consistent with turbine engine Figure 22 sufmnarizesthe results of this
designs, could not be met with these sys- evaluation including sketches that are
tems. Both of these systems were utilized approximately to scale. The in-line differ-
in reciprocating engines where the gear ential planetary configuration has the
ratio was in the 2 to 3 range. The remain- fewest number of gears and bearings and
ing eight concepts were subjected to a highest reliability. However, it does have
"forced decision" screening process (5) that a disadvantage in that the propeller pitch
involved experienced personnel establishing control accessibility is the worst of the
a set of weighting factors for each of the three systems evaluated. In fact, it likely
evaluation parameters: reliability, effi- will require complete removal of the gearbox
ciency, maintenance, acquisition cost, from the aircraft. The impact of this is to
weight, technical risk, ease of seallng, reduce the mean time between removals
acoustical signature, spatial envelope, and (MTBR). Nevertheless, since the differen-
pitch control accessibility (a factor in tial planetary configuration is the most
• maintenance but considered important _ ough efficient, the lightest, and the least
to be identified separately). The assess- expensive of tl}ecandidates, it still yields
ments were based on an analysis of each the lowest mission fuel and the lowest air-
gearbox concept that Inclt!ded sizing the plane DOC.
gears and bearings, and sketching each con-
figuration to identify the ,,umber of bear- GEARBOX TECHNOLOGY The technology
ings, gears, and the output shaft ancI level used in tlle gearbox study is consis-
propel',er pitch control spdLial envelope tent with that _ein_)currently investigated
requirements. To size the gears, the gear in various government and industrial pro-
diametral pitch, pitch diameter, gear face grams for the Ig90 time period assunlning
width, bending stress, contact stress, rim adequate funding. It represents a substan-
thickness, and tooth rib and web volume were t.ial improvement over current tec!inologyas
determincd. To size the bearings, the mean detailed in Table 7. The advanced transmis-
load capacity BIO life, and envelope dimen- sion technology materials and sophisticated
sions and volume were determined. From this design techniques would markedly increase
information, preliminary estlmates of effl- system reliability while reducing weight.
ciency, acquit,ilion cost, weight, mainte- An indication of weight improvement over
nance requirements, pitch control accessl- early technology is given in figure 23.
billty, and spatial envelope were made. Noted on this figure is information avail-
Judgement of experienced personnal was used able from the open literature on a number of
to assess the reliability, technical risk, existing or early counter rotation reduction
ease of scaling and acoustical signature, gear systems including the Double Mamba,
Both the weighting factors and the design Python, Allison T40 and the Russian NK-I_
evaluation assessments were reviewed with engine gearbox. The estimated weigl_t
staff members of Pr_'tt& Wllltney, Hamilton- decrease for an adva1_cedI_,O00 $HP CR gear-
Standard, and Sikorsky Aircraft. box is 15 to 20 percei_t.
The "forced decision" analysis led to a AIRPLANE/MISSIUN BENEFITS
figur_ of merit that ,as used to select the
best ,n-llne and the best offset red,;ction [o determine the impact of counter rota-
gear concepts. The figure of merit is the tion adv,lntages in a typical co_nercial
_.,r, .,_.,,.,tl. _.r,t ....
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_, ::. transport application, a representative gear ratio can be obtained in only one
lO0-passenger,Mach 0,8 cruise speed, twin- stage. This results in a 15 percent lighter
,_,_ engine airplane was defined by Lockheed- gearboxwith a 0,2 percenthigher efficiency
Georgia. A low-wing configuration was than the systemrequiredfor single rotation
selectedwith 130U nauticalmile range cape- turboprops. There does appear to be an
" bility at full load. Other design pare- increasein acquisitionand maintenancecost
meters were compatiblewith the CR prope]- with the In-line CRP gearbox. However,
' ler/gearboxtradeoffanalysis (i.e.,82 dBA because of the small size and light weight
_, cabin noise limit, FAR 36-Stage 3 exterior of this gearbox,it may also be possibleto
• noise constraint,approximately12,000take- locateit between the two rotors (interprop)
off SHP per engine, and a baseline propel- for additionalsystembenefits. Integration
ler-fuselageclearanceratio of 0.8 (clear- of the CRP propulsionsystem with the air-
ance/propellerdiameter)), craft offers some additional advantages.
These include cancellationof torque and
_ This airplane was sized using the !_yroscopicloads,enhanced aircraftflutter
advancedCR propellerand gearboxconfigure- stabilityand improved aerodynamicintegra-
tions determinedfrom the tradeoff analyses tion due to slipstreamswirl removal. Now-
o_i)_L. and compared with an advanced lO-bladedSR ever, with the slightlyhigherCRP propeller• prop-fan powered version. Both the SR and interiornoise (I.6dBA) and lower frequency
_. CR powerplantdefinitionsused in this com- noise content,the cabin acoustictreatmento
:. par]son are displayedin figure 24. While weight anayhave to be increasedby about 5
_. the in-line differentialplanetary gearbox percent (0.14 percent of aircraft gross
was selected for the CR system, the offset weight). Based on these performance and
compound idler configurationwas selected weight changes, an 8 percent block fuel
_T for the SR gearboxbased on a separatestudy savings and a 2.5 percent DOC reduction is
(7). The difference in gearbox ty_es est;matedfor an advancedCR systemrelative
selected reflects differing requirements to a comparableSR system.
::, between SR and CR. For example,SR in-line
- planetary gearing involves such high cen- CONCLUSIONS
trifugalloads in the planetarypinionbear-
". - ings that very short bearing life results--a The CRP fuel savings and BOC benefits
problemabsentin CR planetarysystemssince are largeenough to warrentcontinuedact]v-
the centrifugalloads are reduceldue to the ]ties. No serious problemswere identified
• carrier not being grounded. In general, that might precluderealizingthese benefits
in-line concepts are more suitable for CR through a sound R&T program. Of course,
" than they are for SR. On the other hand, a even though the CR conceptwas subjectedto
drawbackof in-linesystemsfor eitherSR or modern sophisticatedaerodynamicperformance
CR is the somewhat higher maintenanc,'cost and acoustic analyses, this is clearly an
caused by propeller pitch control area where experimentalconfirmationof the
inaccessibility.If this drawback could be predicted attributes is required before
.... substantiallymitigated the in-line system unequivocalendorsementof CR is appropriate.
:,_ would be competitivefor SR also. In anycase, the choiceof gearboxtypes is not too Meanwhile,continuedanalyticalinvest]-
importantwhen comparingSR and CR benefits gationwould be worthwhileto (1) establish
y, since the best SR in-llne concept better _coustic and vibration predictive
.... (split-path)is only slightlyworse than the techniquesand (2) extendthe current analy-
- best $R offsetconcept(compoundidler)on a ses to other applications,potential solu-
DOC basis (7). tions to the in-line gearbox pitch change
• accessibility issue, and more off-deslgn
The potential benefit of using an investigations. The basic technology for
::_ - advanced technologycounter rotation system advanced CR prop-fans and gearboxes is
o is illustratedin figure25 for 400 nautical identical to that for SR propellers and
mile trip. A fuel savingof 8 percentand a gearboxes,at leastas far as currentunder-
: DOC reductionof 2.5 percent is estimated, standing permits. But tt)e challenge of
Based on previous analyses, these savings verifying that advanced design techniques
: would not be materiallyalteredat different can be utilizedto lessenthe complexityand
trip lengths,cruise altitudes,or payload, maintenance drawbacks remains. Counter
" An advancedcounter rotation propellersys- rotation is an area that deserves continued
._> tem (CRP) is projectedto have an 8 percent- attentionin our pursuitof advancedpropul-
age point higher efficiency due to swirl sion systems.
-. recoveryand a higherblade count,with only
a 12 percent increase in propeller weight ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
and 1.6 dBA cruise interiornoise increase.
' . With a compact differentialplanetarygee.'- Th. authorswish to thank the following
box (simillarto th('approach used on the peoplewho helpedin the preparationof tills
RussiAnBear Bomber),the required9./ to l paper,
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t_I_!r_L PAQE IS
Hamilton-Standard OF PL_ QUALITY x _Takeoff shaft horsepower)0.327
D. Black x [I + O.l (sweepangle/40)]
B. Magliozzi
R. Cornell Gearbox, WGB
Pratt& Whitney WGB= 942.
A. McKibbin x (qear ratio/8.63) 0.15
G. Pagluica x (U.8125 x Torque Factor +
0.1875)
LockheedGeorgia + SpacingWeight
D. Byrne
N. Searle Where, Torque factor = actual torque/
M. Walsh baselinetorque
REFERENCES Spacingweight =
I. StandardMethod of PropellerPerformance 133. (DS - 1.75) for propeller
Estimation. Societyof BritishAircraft disk spacing(DS)< 2.5 ft.
Constructors,Ltd.
550. (DS - 2.5) + lO0 for DS >
.... 2. D. 8iermann,and W. H. Gray "Wind-Tunnel 2.5 ft.
Tests of Eight Blade Single and Dual-
RotatingPropellersin the TractorPosi- AcousticTreatment,WAT
tion," NACA Wartime Report L384,
1941. National Aeronautics and Space WAT = 0.955
Administration,Washington,DC. x (No.of propellers)
x (Propellerdiameter)
3. Weight Prediction Mannual, The Boeing x (Nacellediameter)
CompanyD6-Z3201TN. xOREF
x 212/BPF
4. O. M. Black, B. Magliozzi, and C. x lO(_B - dB*)/20
Rohrbach "Small Transport Aircraft
Tochnology Propeller Study" (to be Where,
published).
I C/DS. J. J. Splllamn "The Use of Wing Tip 0.672 I 0.300 ] 0.907
Sails to Reduce Vortex Drag," Aero- ICREF oo moo134.9, 134.4n uticsJournal Vol. 82, Sept. 1978, pp ldB* 1136'2 l387-395.
C = clearancebetweenpropellerand fuselage
6. J. Fasal "Forced Decision for Value." D = propellerdiamter
Walter Kiddie Co. Product Engineering,
April 1965. tREF = Acoustictreatmentweightparameter,lb/ft2
BPF = bladepassagefrequency,hz
7. J. Godston and J. Kisn "Selectingthe d8* = ref. noise level
Best ReductionGear Conceptfor Prop-Fan
PropulsionSystems,"AIAA 82-1124,Joint Landin9 Gear,WLG
r Propulsion Conference, Cleveland, OH,
i; june 1982. WLG = 3150 + 240 (D - Dref.)
,, APPENDIX- WEIGHTEQUATIONS Where, Dref._ propellerdiameter at 32
,' SHP/ft_
This appendix defines the generalized
weight relationshipsused in the determina-
tion of the "optimized"propellerdiscussed
in the text for a Mach 0.8, low-wing,twin-
engine, lOO-passengerairplane. Units are
pounds,feet, second,and degrees.
Propeller,Wprop
Wprop = 3.37x lO-4
x (Diameter)I'846
x (No.of blades)"0'05
x (Totalactivityfactor)0.75
x (TaKeofftip speed)0'3
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t
: Table I. - Historical Counter Rotation Propeller (CRP) Efficiency
; Gains Over Single Rotation Propellers (SRP)
: [S)mulated conoition: Mach 0.8 cruise at 35 000 ft.]
! Shp/D2 Tip speea A Efficiency pointst
Experimental* laeal**
20 600 ft/sec II 8.6
30 700 ft/sec II 8.7
40 BOO ft/sec ll 8.4
* NACA L-384 8-blaoe SRP and 4x4 CRP aata (isolatea).
**SBAC 8-blaae SRP ana 4x4 CRP
Table II. - Baseline Propeller Definition
[Mach 0.8 Cruise at 35 000 ft.]
Number of blaae_ I0 (5x5)
Blaae activity factor 180
Camber (CLI) 0.31
Power split (front/rear) 50/50
Tip Sweep " 40° x 40°
Tip Speed Ratio " 1:]
Diameter Ratio " 1:1
i Disk Spacing/Diameter .18
Nacelle/Prop Diameter .35
i Tip speeu, ft/sec 700
Power loaaing, Shp/D2 32
1983002859-TSB03
Table Ill.- UnusualCR Prope,lerFeatures
Feature Impacts
i Cruise Noise**
• efficiency
Cabin Far field
.. Tip devices +1.5%* 0 - 3 dB 0 - 1 dB
:..... increase increase
_._.I.IL. Leanedblades Negligible Negligible Negligible
_ Unequalnumberof blades Negligible 0 - 2 dB increase 0 - 2 OB
-.-::_,_,. front and rear but adverse in annoyance increase
_._,,_,. Front blade blowing +1% to +2%* 0 - l dB decrease 2 - 3 dB
:.°_::_, decrease
i Differentialblade diameters, Negligible Negligible Negligible
_, within a disc but aOverse
• " Pusher or Push/Pull Negligible 0 - 3 dB increase 2 - 4 dB
__ . increase
* Not includingblade compromisesto accommodatethesefeatures.
_. **Same tip speed and Shp/D_.
_' '_ _ ORIGINAL PAGZ |_
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Table IV. - Far-Field Notse Evaluation For CR Propeller
[Propeller notse only; ttp speed, 750 ftlsec; SHPID2, 36.8.]
m
Para_etar Flyover Stde1tne
Normal take-off Cutback
Diameter, ft 12.33 12.33 12.33
Ttp sReed, ftlsec 750 700 750
SHPID< 78.9 51.3 78.9
Slant distance, ft 3200 2350 1679"
F11ght speed, kn 170 170 150
95"- r' ---I
_RPART36 I90-- F j
,_ S'.[AGE3 LIMIT
a. 85-- ['1
"1476ft SIDELINEAT800ft ALTITUDE
,, ,..................--..... -r -_m_"i7,,,-i_f,_llr'll.................................... I
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:' Table.VII. - GearboxTechnologyComparison
Current Technologyassumed
technology availableby 1990
Gears
Materials AMS 6265 Vasco X-2Mor
CartechEX-53
Bendingfatiguelimit
Unidirectional,psi 50,000(11 60,000(I)
Reversedbending,psi 41,000(11 49,000(I)
Hertzstress,psi 126,000(11 151,000(I)
Pitch linevelocity,ft/min 30,000 35,000
Bearings- I'150CVM material
Systemdesignlife (BIO),hr 18,000 18,000
Material/lubricationlifefactor 6 to 12 20 to 30
Housings AI; Advanced, aluminum,
magnesium,and/or
stainlesssteel
Lubricant MIL 23699 Synthesizedhyaro-
type II carbonfluid
Allowabletemperaturerise,°F 40 - 50 80 - I00
Loadcarryingability,Ib/in 2000 - 3500 4000 - 4500
Flashtemperatureindex,°F 276 350
(I) Typicalgearallowablestress; 3 sigmawith a coef-
ficientof variation= 0.1, 10_u cycles
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Figure2. - Russiantul)olevTUi14 transportaircraft with CRP.
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MACH.8, 35O00ft
lOOr- 1oBLADES
/ COUNTERROTATION SHPID2
P 26.0,, 95 t _, _32.0>.- 37.590 SINGLEROTATIONg I-- 2,o
: _t _w.._ ....,,..."T _ 37,5- 85
8o I I
600 700 800
TIPSPEED,ftlsec
Figure4. - Historicaldata.
90
TiPSPEED,ftlsec
700 BASELINE
0_
_ 87--
86 I I I I f I
26 28 30 32 34 36 38
CRUISEPOWERLOADING,SHPID2
Figure5. -Tip speedandpowerIoadln0optimization.
L PROPELLER GEARBOX LANDINGEAR
' L4-- --
F BASELINE f _'_1.2 _'_
"_'_ TIPSPEED,
_l_ 1.0
o TiPSPEED,
\\,®
.4 I 1 I I 1 I l [ I
z5 _o _ 40 2s _o 35 40 2s 3o 3._ 4o
CRUISEPC_VERLOADING,SHPID2
Figure6. Weightsummariesforaerodynamicoptimization.
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INTERIORNOISELEVELIMIT:82dBA
EXTERIORSIDEWALLNOISELEVELS ACOUSTICTREATMENTWEIGHT
, . 145-- 1.4
: TIPSPEED, ! TIPSPEED,
•" _ ftlsec I. 2 _'tlsec ,"/' _ _ _ 800 I.O
" _g" "- C -- 700 _E .8 -- _ BASEUNEJ 12360Ib)
; _ .6 _" 600
- __ 135
" _ _ _..I--600 _ .4--, .r
I I I _ .2-= I I I
..... "" 13026 30 N 38 '_ O26 _0 N 38
• CRUISEPOWERLOADING,SHPID2 CRUISEPOWERLOADINGSHPID2
•. • Figure7. - Cabinacousticsfor aerodynamicoptimization.
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1.2 I'- INCLUDES:C. R. PROPELLERS,GEARBOXES,
;' _ ACCUST_CT._AT,aNO,.G=AR
...." I.lL_ ,.-BASEUNE
" I I I l I ]
CRUISEPOWERLOADING,SHPID2
Flqure8, -Systemweightsummary.
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TIPSPEED,
_ __..._ ft/sec
I _ _S 6O0!. _ o EUC'rlON7
, ____"...-..-.,_8o0
-1 -- _ 7o0
-2- I j ,i, I I J
2b 28 30 32 34 3b 38
CRUISEPLX_ERLOADING.SHPID2
Figure9. - Fuelburnedsummary.
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NUMBEROFBLADES 12(6X6)
ACTIVITYFACTOR 180
INTEGRATEDDESIGNCL .31
TIPSWEEP,F&R 40°AFT
DISCSPACING/PROPDIA, , i8
NACELLEDIA.IPROPDIA. .25
DIAN_'TERRATIO,FIR 1.O
TIPSPEEDRATIO,FIR 1.O F J
POWERSPLIT,FIR 55145
POWERLOADING,SHPID2 36.8(CRUISE)
TiPSPEED,ftlsec 7_
CRUISEFFICIENCY,_ 89.!
Flgure11, - Recommendedcounterotationpropellerconfiguration.
/CIRCUMFERENTIAL_( UPSTREAMROTORPOTENTIAL
/ ,AXIAL | FLOWCOA/IPONENTS
i
,,,,,AXIAL t VISCOUSWAKECOMPONENTS
_ ...-ClRCUNFERENTIAL)
_,L _\ .....NOMINAL
_ \\ ...--" ..POTENTIALWAKESJ
"_'_ C"---VtSCOUSWAKES I RESULTANTS
"_---TOTAL WAKES '\\x;,.....5.5°
FUGHT "%_ ---5°
lUPSTREAM-I_ COMPONENT"_'_I ROTOR/
ROTATIONAL ROTATIONAL
COMPONENT COMPONENT
Figure12, - Counterotationpropellervelocitydiagramat 85_,radius,MachO.8, 35000ftcruise
with700ft/sectipspeed,
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: AXIALCOMPONENT _ .16 -- TANGENTIALCOMPONENT
iV POTENTIAL .12
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_ ,08--
_ L 02 --
_ 1.00 _ .06-
.98 - ,_ .o4
h..i,' _ IJwAKE
,96-- _ .0
'_!_i' i 3.503.550 5 1O IP 34,5 350 355 0 P 1-0 15AZIMUTHALANGLE,deg
- Figurel& - Wakefromoneupstreamrotorblade.
0o
30dB
5 BLADESIIOWAKES -- STEADY+ UNSTEADY
700ftlsecTIPSPEED .... STEADYALONE
IN PLANEOFROTATION
BPF
1
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•. 180o
Fiqure14. - CRrearrotorIoadinqnoisedlrectlvity.
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140-- T ,- lOBLADE
'° SINGLEROTATION
_r_.._w,,_ ._% .... INPHASE ::
- \ _, .'%K-_,_TOTAL
._"120 _ _ _ QUADRUPOLE
' _ "_% .L '_,THICKNESS 5X5BLADE r_
L_;'&': i" _ 110-- I COUNTEROTATION
....:_ii,_' ,., "_'OUTOF
m _ PHASE
 oo-
_ :. %'%LOADING
_;,,,.......... 90 I I I I I I
i,_?;r 1 2 3 4 5 6
_:zi_"_'_: HARMONICOFBLADEPASSING
.... _ FREQUENCY(90.4Hz FUND.)
Figure15_- Near-fieldnoisecomponents(tipspeed- 700ft sec;SHP/D2
: SHPID= =32;M 0.8cruiseat 35000ft).
SRP CRP
: SAMEFUSELAGE
i TREATMENT
i_r,_i _,
_" .:
180,8Hz EXTERIOR SIDEWALL SIDEWALL EXTERIOR HARMONIC
HARMONICSIDEWALLSPL ATTENUATION ATTENUATIONSIDEWALLSPL g0,4Hz
1 137dB 45dB _ _ 34dB 1_. 6dB 1
_i /F_"" ' dBA ' ""_----'_\ 45 1_4'5 2
....' 2 134.1 51 48,5 1:34.l 3
tTt i [ r t i i _lll_,_-..CRPNOISE1.6dBAHIGHER..-._J51 131.2 4
........ 53 124,5 5
3 1_.6 54.5 54,5 118.3 ,,
Fkjure16. - Propeller inducedcabin noise. Macl_0,8, 35000ft cruise. 100pass. twin e_lne airplane.
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SRISWEPIWING
CRISWEPIWINGffRONT)
_'__ _ CRISWEP1WING(REAR)
1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10
P - ORDEREXCITAHON
Fiqure 11. - Aerod',_amicexcitationof counter
rotation prop-fan.
.oSHAFT! I /
I \ /
MODES REACIIONLESS(R) WHIRL SYMMETRICAL
P - ORDER $RP CRP WITHPROPERPHASING
12-WAY 6x6 AND SYNCHROPHASING
l F &M FORCEONLY
2 R R
3 R R
5 R + WHIRL L
6 R SYMM R
1 R - WHIRL L
II R R
R R
10 R R
11 + WItlRL +WHIRL L
12 ._YMM SYMM R
lJ - WtIIRL - WHIRr L
L • LINEARMOIION
, WHIRL• IN-PLAM FORCE& OUT-OF-PtAM MLW_LNI
SY_. OUT-OF-PLANt FORCt& IN-PLA_ MOMeNt
fklure 1_. _ _haM mJdt_n_ for propellermwl_s.
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l.klureI_. In,linecounterrotation_ar_ ¢amli_ter,,
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...... "_'------IN-LIME SYSTEMS-------_ 3 MAINTENANCE
;*_'_, • • , I -- O 4 ACQUISITIONCOSTS
_:_, 5 PITCHCONTROLACCESS
_ : 6 6 WEIGHT
_-_,_, _; '--- O OTHERS
_,' t 0 OR'SETSYS1T.MS
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4-- 2 z .L
DIFF. SPUT COMP. MJLTI DUAL DUAL COMP. iPUR
PLAN. PATH PLAN. COIVIP. COMP. COMP. BEVEL DIFF.
•-' PLAN. IDLER IDLER Wl REV PLAN.
ml_R
_ _ Fl_rl IL - C_unt,r rmti_mgurl)mfl_m• merit,
_ .
_N4'
,igOr: DUALCOMPOUND DIFFERENTIAL SPURDIFFERENTIAL
;_ d _ r IDLER PLANETARY PLANETARY
- NO.OFGEARS/BEARINGS q113 6111 8112
i MTBP,.hr 24000 18000 21000
EFFICIENCY,% BASE +. 3 -. 4
WEIGHT BASE - 3"/% - 30%
ACQUISITIONCOST BASE - 9% + 4'/.
MAIKIENANCEOST BASE - 245 - q5
; MISSIONFUEL BASE - 1.65 -. ,55
DOC BASE -. 95 -. 45
.. Figure22,-Counterotationgearboxassessment.
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FIDum_ - Comparisonfgurboxm_hts.
PROPD,L.rRS GEARBOXZS
COMPOUND DIFFERENTIAL
IDLERMESH PLANETARY
EFFICENCY BASE _8 PT_ BASE _ 2PTS
_IGHT BASE 4.17'r. BASE - _Ir,
ACQUISITIONCOST BASE * _',t BASE ,_IgS
MAINTENANCECOST BASE * NS BASE ,_81b
MTGR.hr 10500 5100 3)000 18000
SHPID2 BASE _.15_
VTiP,fl/rm 800 750
DIAM,ft BASE - ]
NO.OFBLAI_S 10 k6
Figm _ - ¢c_lrism o112000SHPsln_leandcountermarionrams,
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12 dBACABINNOISE. FAR36-STAGEIll FUELSL50/pl
(400 H,M. TYP. - _PASS. )
• SINGLEROTATION COUNTER OTATION
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" Figure25. - Counter rotationairplane benefits.
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